Bill of Materials

Art & Crafts

You can use the printed skins found in the package or print the online free skins.
a) Color the skins.
b) Use scissors to cut the outline (ask help from an adult).
c) Attach the skin to the model.

Try FREE skins online:
www.engino.com/steamxf/16

Caution Cut Hazard: Requires scissors. Contact may result in injury. Always keep blades away from fingers and body. Handle with care. Adult supervision necessary.

Caution: This set contains a rubber band longer than 30cm (12 inches). Keep away from children under the age of 36 months. Danger of strangulation.

Caution: Rubber band can cause injury from snap-back, breaking or loss of control. While assembling models shown in instructions, hold rubber band tightly, and do not overstretch. Use rubber band only as shown is these instructions. DO NOT USE FRAYED OR TORN Rubber band. Keep rubber band away from face and eyes. Do not launch in the direction of people, animals or walls; you could cause injury.
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